Progress Report Dec 14
My plan is to use Clixsense to earn enough to pay for AIOP and get referrals for both.
Just to let you know how it’s going (obviously no one can guarantee how you will do,
since I don’t know your abilities or time available). What should be obvious, is I go far
enough over the plan goal of 60 cents a day, that it shows there is real potential.
All I do is spend a couple of hours when I watch TV in the evening, to click some ads on
my laptop. Then I finish out the Clixsense daily checklist (on the right) to qualify for the
bonus (for me, this is like playing a game where I automatically win).
Then once a week I withdraw my earnings, it’s that simple.

My minimum daily activity, is to click 6 ads, click 20 squares on the ClixGrid, Do at
least 2 offers (I find easy ones that repeat every day, but they do change) and pay a visit
to the Forum to see a payment proof (this keeps me encouraged to work with other
countries). If I have time, I try a few more higher paying offers (Surveys) or you can do
some easy Tasks to earn even more.

All I really need to average, is 5 cents a day to pay for my $17 annual upgrade, 40
cents a day to pay for my AIOP subscription and the rest is pocket money. Optionally
you can spend a little on advertising, or just use free ads if you would rather.
The point is, you can use Clixsense to make extra cash or just spend enough time to pay
your expenses for this plan and let AIOP earn for you while you sleep. I do both.

If you can’t do that much, get some referrals that can do it for you. That’s why I use
AIOP tools to get leads on my list and let them know what I am doing from time to
time. You can do the same thing and I will be happy to assist you. I will even set
everything up for you, so all you need to do is supply the easy clicking.
To make it faster and easier to find surveys that pay, I look under the Offers tab at
Peanut Labs (they seem to credit more often) and if I do need to try the Surveys tab, I
click in the upper right to Switch to Listing View. That adds a column for Available
Since, so I don’t waste time on Surveys that have been sitting for days. It also adds a red
flag on the ones that don’t pay until 30 days later (I only do them if I have lots of time). I
am not trying to make as much as I can from Clixsense, just pay my expenses for AIOP
where I get paid while I sleep.
Let me know if you are ready for more help or just watch for my emails.

